


"The first time Hare and Tortoise had a race, Hare 
stopped and slept while Tortoise kept plodding along to 
win. Hare was cross that he lost the race, so he wanted 
to race against Tortoise again. Who do you think won this 
time?"

against  ahead  brother  front  really  sister  sure  tomorrow  Key Words

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion.

•  Identify antonyms:  slowly/quickly  winner/loser

 •  Notice synonyms:     puffing/panting  fast/quick  

•  Identify soft c sound:  decide  voice  race  once  place 

•  Understand use of apostrophe for possession:  Tortoise’s

•   suffix  on adverbs:  Notice –ly happily  quietly  really  

•  Retell and/or act out the story following the sequence.

•  Promote writing and art as creative follow-up activities.

•  Understand spelling rule for final  before :  e  –ing hiding 

•  Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).
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Hare and Tortoise had a quarrel about who could eat 

the vegetables in the farmer’s field. 

" "Let’s have a race to decide,  said Hare.

Tortoise agreed. We will race along the cabbage "

row tomorrow,  he said. The winner can have all the " "

vegetables to eat whenever he likes. The loser will not 

be allowed to go to the farmer’s field again."
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Tortoise asked his family to help him win the race. 

"We will play a trick on Hare. He will think he is just 

racing against me, but there will really be three of us 

in the race. When we win, we will be able to have all the 

vegetables for ourselves without greedy Hare eating 

any," Tortoise told them.
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